Three Woman Warriors: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
Stealth
In the early morning on the 3rd of September 2014, I had a dream in which I
found myself with a large highly advanced military type technology company. I was
hired to research and remedy a breech in their security by targeting all of the personal
of the company to find who was involved in technology theft and espionage. I
remember stating in this dream to another that I had a Master of Science degree
focused in the field of security. I actually have this in the earthly world. I was given a
small department to work from that was not accountable to anyone except the CEO of
the company. We were invisible to the rank and file of the company. Our weapons
were stealth in the use of psychic powers held by this gifted staff and if necessary,
deadly force.
Three Women
When I arrived to take over this stealth department, I found three women were on
staff. They were beautiful women 5’ 10” and taller and very athletic. Their stature was
imposing enough and it was clear to me by how they moved they knew their way with
the use of many weapons as if they were trained ninjas ready to die for a mission if
necessary. They were beautiful as they wore black tight fit clothing – the type that may
be used by a jewelry thief who uses repelling ropes and technologies to bypass various
security systems. One was racially white, another black while the race and features of
the third women was not clear to me – more of a shadow in this dream. They could do
any task undercover as a secretary, manager, worker or outside vendor. They were
extremely versatile and due to their beauty and charm, many would come to them and
just confess conscience issues without knowing they were incriminating themselves.
Uncovering Evil
We began to uncover a massive well organized covert system in the company
that involved personal and managers all the way up to the CEO. As we progressed
and “neutralized” the persons who were committing espionage in the company, there
were only a few of the original managers left. What was interesting is no one who was
removed from the company was investigated for foul play if they died. If they died, it
appeared to be of natural causes or they just left the company – quit their jobs. This is
the evidential use of psychic power or better understood as the hand of YHWH to
neutralize the threat.
As I awakened, I realized the company was all of humanity that had been taken
over by the dark forces under Satan and the power of the truths of this life were being
given to and then used by the darkness to enable the darkness to rule over the souls of

men supported by using advanced various technologies. Our job was to identify the
persons of darkness among humanity and remove their power and threat. The CEO
was God who had assigned us this task as psychic warriors. The choice of the three
woman of stature is interesting. They reminded me of the TV show Charlie’s Angels of
the 1970’s. Their height may be literal or symbolic in that they have great psychic
stature or power in their gifting’s. I have met one of these women who is 5’10” so the
stature may be literal and not symbolic or it could be both. The choice of three is the
number of completeness in being able to as a team, overcome any obstacle in
completing the mission while remaining in stealth mode. Their difference in ethnicity
suggests they are drawn from all races of humanity specially chosen to then be tasked
to save humanity from the dark forces.
The Threat of Darkness
This dream came after I prayed the night before asking YHWH just how we were
to approach the threat of darkness in our age. I now must consider what the dream
presented it as a model for me to use in the development and applied use of psychic
technologies for the cause of justice and truth while always offering mercy. A few weeks
earlier I was told by YHWH that I am to become a “Judge of Israel.” I at that time
realized that real Israel are dispersed all over the world and are now in many nations
and races. This dream confirms this mission. This dream further suggests how
judgment is to be carried out and by whom in removing the powers of darkness from
enslaving the lives of the children of light. May the one true God YHWH have mercy
upon us all.

